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Abstract: This paper is devoted to modelling of temperature distribution and its time evolution
in rooms with specific thermal insulation and heat transfer for different external conditions.
The simulation results should help to design the room architecture and wall materials to reduce
energy losses due to heating or cooling, and to increase the inside thermal comfort. For this purpose,
a methodological procedure using real data processing in the COMSOL Multiphysics modelling
environment and spatial visualization of temperature evolution is proposed. This paper describes
a mathematical model for simulation of the temperature evolution inside a space with thermally
insulated walls under selected outside conditions. Computer simulations are then used to assess the
temperature distribution inside the room and the heat flow through the room walls. Results of the
simulations are used for subsequent determination of the time needed for the desired decrease of air
temperature inside the tested room during its cooling due to the low ambient temperature, which is
related to the thermal stability of the building, specific heat capacity, and thickness of the thermal
insulation. Under the studied conditions, the time to reach the temperature drops by 20 percent
in a room with windows was from 1.4 to 1.8 times lower than that in the room without windows.
The proposed methodology shows the flexibility of computer modelling in the design of insulated
building systems. The mesh density testing was performed by comparing the air temperature
evolution in the model of the selected mesh density and the model with its maximum value enabled
by the size of computer memory. The maximum temperature deviation calculated for the mesh of the
presented model was 0.57%.
Keywords: thermal stability of building; COMSOL Multiphysics; computer simulation; 3D model;
determination of temperature decrease for cooling the room; signal processing; smart city

1. Introduction
Urban areas are developing rapidly from a technological viewpoint [1]. Nowadays, over half of
the world’s population live in cities. Furthermore, the ongoing trend toward urbanisation will create a
staggering increase in city populations of 2.8 billion by 2050. The constant increase in population living
in cities has led to increased energy demands from households. Apart from industry and transport,
households are currently major energy consumers. Heating accounts for the biggest energy and fuel
consumption in European households. Its consumption ranged between 60 and 70% in most European
Union counties in 2014, which is a leading cause of global warming.
Reducing the carbon dioxide emissions produced by households is another reason for creating the
concept of smart cities, which use smart, meaningful and gentle modern technology and approaches
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to improve life, to manage energy more effectively, to conserve natural resources and ensure energy
sustainability [2]. An integral part of smart cities will be smart buildings, which will utilise monitoring
devices that will track usage, and empower users and service providers to better control and reduce
energy demand [3–5].
Minimising the energy demands of buildings needs to be focused on when designing new
buildings and during house renovations [6,7]. The thermal stability of buildings depends on both the
thermal stability of the building’s shell and the heat capacity of the internal structures and equipment.
The heat resistance of buildings can also be significantly influenced by the appropriate thermal
insulation of their walls by a suitable heat-insulating material that can reduce heat losses in winter
and undesirable heating in summer [8,9]. Phase change materials can also be used as passive energy
storage for building systems [10]. The impact of coupled heat and moisture transfer affects a building’s
energy consumption [11]. Testing the optimal thermal performance of buildings requires us to model
the energy transfer between a building and its surroundings. However, solving the problems of heat
transfer in buildings is very challenging. Various heat exchange processes are possible between the
indoor building environment and the external environment. The heat flow is conducted by the walls,
roof, ceiling, floor, and so on. Heat transfer also takes place on different surfaces by convection and
radiation. Heat is also added to space due to the presence of human occupants, and due to the use of
lights and equipment [12].
Many building energy simulation programs (e.g., BLAST, DeST, DOE-2, ECOTECT, IES, EnergyPlus,
TAS, TRNSYS, FLUENT, ESP-r [13], etc.) have been developed over the past few decades [14–17].
However, the code for energy simulation in buildings often uses heat transfer models based on
a one-dimensional heat flow, which can give unreliable results or can calculate only stationary
processes [18]. Therefore, the TRNSYS software (18, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison,
WI, USA) is designed mainly to assess the performance of thermal and electrical energy systems under
transient conditions. In addition, SolidWorks Flow Simulation software was tested as a possible tool
for modelling the energy balance in building structures [19]. Compared with this software, the current
version of COMSOL Multiphysics (5.3, COMSOL, Inc., Stockholm, Sweden) includes modules which
allow simultaneous assessment of the heat and mass transfer for both stationary and time-dependent
processes. In this regard, the paper by [20] deals with a two-dimensional transient modelling of energy
and mass transfer in the porous building components using COMSOL Multiphysics. The authors
in [21] deal with the study of moisture hysteresis influence on mass transfer through bio-based
building materials in dynamic state. In [22], COMSOL Multiphysics was used for testing of an impact
of paper and wooden collections on humidity stability and energy consumption in museums and
libraries humidity stability and energy consumption. Similarly, in [23], the multiphysics modelling
of heat and moisture induced stress and strain of historic building materials and artifacts was tested.
The paper by [24] presents a renewed approach to the development of two layers super-insulated
precast concrete structural sandwich panels using the thermal path method. The heat transfer
was experimentally measured and the results were verified using a 3D component of COMSOL
Multiphysics software. The research by [25] aims at simulating the process of spatial heat transfer in a
multilayer non-uniform structure of an external cast-in-place framed wall produced from polystyrene
concrete with a stay-in-place formwork. Based on the physico-mathematical model developed with
the use of ANSYS and COMSOL software complexes, parametric analysis of the impact of various
factors on thermal behavior of the external wall was performed with the account of heat-stressed frame
elements. Meanwhile, the authors in [26] present results of the investigation of evaporation cooling on
drying capillary active building materials by numerical simulation and non-destructive measurements.
The paper by [27] presents an investigation regarding the effect of indoor thermal to building’s
occupant satisfaction in a building that is mechanically ventilated. The study by [28] deals with the
transient heat transfer in a multi-layered building wall through the facades of the buildings located in
the city of Bechar in southwest Algeria. This physical model was presented to find the variation of the
transient temperature in these structures and the heat flux through these elements, which depends on
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the air temperature of the inner surface and the instantaneous climatic conditions of the air outside.
A combined finite element analysis and experimental validation approach to estimating effective edge
conductivities of vacuum insulation panels embedded in foam-VIP composites is presented in [29].
An integral component of numerical simulation using finite elements is the boundary conditions,
which, in the case of simulating the thermal performance of a building element, are usually expressed
in terms of the external surface temperature as a function of time. The purpose of this study is to
examine the effect of the accuracy of the boundary conditions on the thermal performance simulation
of building elements.
In study [30], the possibility of using COMSOL Multiphysics in simulations of the heat transfer in a
building environment was verified by comparative Building Energy Simulation Test (“BESTEST”) [31],
which is a methodology that was developed by the International Energy Agency and that was used for
systematically testing whole building energy simulation programs and diagnosing sources of predictive
disagreement. An accuracy of the room model presented in this paper was verified by experimental
testing on a real room with the same construction as the construction of a model formulated in the
COMSOL Multiphysics interface. Comparison of the data obtained by computer simulation for this
model with data obtained by experimental testing is presented in [32].
In addition to the computational kernel that enables complex multiphysical tasks, the current
COMSOL Multiphysics version offers the Application Builder interface, which enables us to quickly
create easy-to-use applications based on working models [33]. From this aspect, we intend to use
COMSOL Multiphysics to create a complex software tool for the assessment of energy performance of
selected models of building parts. Simultaneously, we would like to ensure the possibility of universal
use of this tool, not only for specialists who are trained to control the software but also for external
users via a web interface [32]. For this purpose, we are preparing a set of room modules in which users
can specify both geometric and physical properties.
In this paper, we follow the paper [34], which presents the interim results of the research on the
developing methodological procedure which could be used for assessment of the thermal stability of
buildings with regards to their thermal accumulative parameters concerning compliance with valid
European technical standards [35] used in building industry and architecture. We describe computer
application programmed in the Application Builder of the COMSOL Multiphysics software, which can
simulate cooling of a room as a 3D model under the selected winter condition. The first part of this
paper includes the theoretical background of the studied problem. The second part describes a model
of the studied room. The following parts demonstrate the use of the proposed computer application
by testing the thermal stability of the room in case of its cooling concerning the outside wall’s thermal
insulation properties.
The aim of the simulations is to assess the temperature distribution of air inside the room and
the heat losses in the winter season dependent on thermophysical properties of a thermal insulation
of the outside wall. The Heat Transfer Module of COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3 [36] with the laminar
flow was used to build a model of the tested room. This provides several tools for modelling coupled
heat transport in building materials and adjacent air domains by taking into account heat storage and
latent heat effects. Its computing core is based on numerical solving of the studied models by using
the finite element method.
2. Model Description
The basic parameterised 3D model of the studied room was first formulated and tested by
the standard Model Builder of COMSOL Multiphysics. Its geometric layout is shown in Figure 1.
This pilot model includes only the basic elements that influence heat transfer between inside and
outside environments. Therefore, it consists of side walls, floor, windows, doors and thermally
insulated ceiling and outside wall with thermal insulation under the window. It also includes two
heaters, which are needed to test the heat transfer in the case of heating the room. The model supposes
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that the tested room is surrounded by two neighboring rooms and by another one below. There is a
corridor behind the wall with the door. The dimensions of all elements can be changed as required.

Figure 1. Geometric layout of the studied model.

Because of assumed time-dependent temperature distributions of all of the elements of the model,
and also variable temperatures of air inside and outside the room, the studied problem has to be solved
as non-stationary heat transfer using relation [37] to describe these processes:

∇ (−λ∇ T ) + $c p v∇ T + $c p

∂T
= Φ,
∂t

(1)

where symbol $ stands for the material density, c p is the specific heat capacity, T denotes the
temperature, t is the time, v is the fluid velocity, λ is the thermal conductivity, and Φ denotes the inner
heat-generation rate per unit volume.
The first part of the Equation (1) describes heat transfer by conduction in solids. The second part
describes heat convection in fluids, and the third part describes heat accumulation in the mass of a
specific domain. The sum of these processes is equal to the domain heat source.
It is assumed that the boundary conditions can be of the following types [37,38]:
1.
2.
3.

Specified temperature (Ts ) on a surface: Ts = T ( x, y, z, t) .
Heat flow density (qs ) on a surface: qs = q( x, y, z, t).
Convective boundary condition: q x n x + qy ny + qz nz = h ( Ts − Te ) + qr .

Symbol h stands for the heat transfer coefficient, Ts denotes the surface temperature, Te is the
convective exchange temperature, qr denotes the incident radiant heat flow per unit surface area, and
q x , qy , qz are components of the heat flow density.
Finally, for the initial temperature field of a body at the time t = 0, it holds [37]
T ( x, y, z, t) = T0 ( x, y, z) ,

(2)

where T0 stands for the initial temperature of the body.
2.1. Simulation Conditions
Size and physical properties of the geometrical elements of the tested room are listed in Table 1.
Figure 2 presents the temperature of air in the adjoining rooms and the temperature of the air outside
the building.
Further conditions, geometry and material properties of the studied model include:
•

Room dimensions: length 8.7 m, width 5 m, height 3 m.
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The initial temperature of the air inside the tested room 21 ◦ C.
Temperature of air in the adjoining rooms of the building 0 ◦ C.
Velocity of the airflow inside the tested room 0.03 m · s−1 .
Heat transfer coefficient inside the building 8 W · m−2 · K−1 .
Heat transfer coefficient outside the building 25 W · m−2 · K−1 .
Table 1. Size and physical properties of geometrical elements of the studied room.
Thermal
Conductivity

Size [m]

Geometrical Element


Rear wall
Left side wall
Right side wall
Wall under the windows
Wall above the windows
Columns in the outside wall
Floor
Ceiling
Insulation above the ceiling
Insulation of the outside wall
Window frames
Glass in larger windows
Glass in smaller windows
Door leaf
Panel next to the door
Door frame
Door trim
Left heater
Right heater

8.7 × 0.3 × 3
5 × 0.3 × 3
5 × 0.3 × 3
8.4 × 0.3 × 1.05
8.4 × 0.3 × 0.75
0.3 × 0.3 × 3
8.7 × 5 × 0.3
8.7 × 5 × 0.3
8.7 × 5 × 0.3
8.7 × variable × 1.05
4.2 × 0.145 × 1.2
1.2 × 0.008 × 0.8
0.6 × 0.008 × 0.8
1 × 0.05 × 2.2
0.65 × 0.05 × 2.2
1.85 × 0.1 × 2.3
0.45 × 0.05 × 1.8
0.2 × 0.5 × 1
0.2 × 0.5 × 1

Temperature [deg.C.]

W · m−1 · K

Density


−1

0.27
0.27
0.27
0.80
0.80
0.32
1.43
0.82
0.04
0.05
0.18
0.76
0.76
0.11
0.20
58
0.76
58
58



kg · m


−3

Specific
hHeat Capacityi
J · kg−1 · K−1

900
900
900
1700
1700
2192
2300
1251
30
3000
400
2600
2600
800
1380
7850
2600
7850
7850

960
960
960
900
900
1018
1020
1021
1270
1500
2510
840
840
1150
1100
440
840
440
440

Emissivity

[1]
0.85
0.85
o.85
0.80
0.80
0.85
0.85
0.8
0.90
0.85
0.89
0.99
0.99
0.89
0.94
0.89
0.9
0.88
0.88

a) TEMPERATURE OF AIR IN THE NEIGHBORING ROOMS
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•
•
•
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•
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Figure 2. Temperatures of air in the adjoining rooms and the temperature of the air outside the
building—data used as the boundary conditions for the tested model.
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2.1.1. Domain Setting
In the presented room model, the heat energy is transferred by conduction, convection and
radiation. The conduction describes heat passage through the walls, thermal insulation, windows,
door, and heaters of the room. The convection describes heat transfer in the internal room air. The sum
of these processes is described by simplified Equation (3)

∇ (−λ · ∇ T ) + $ · c p ·

∂T
= Φ.
∂t

(3)

2.1.2. Boundary Setting
Convective heat flux on external boundaries and boundaries related to internal air is represented
by Neumann boundary condition


q = h T − Tin f ,

(4)

where T stands for the boundary temperature and Tin f is the external temperature.
A condition that describes heat transfer by radiation is applied on boundaries with internal air


4
q = εσ T 4 − Tamb
,

(5)

where ε stands for the emissivity, σ is Stephan–Boltzmann constant, T is the boundary temperature,
and Tamb is the ambient temperature. A continuity boundary condition is used for the rest of the
boundaries. The boundary conditions that can be defined by user for geometrical elements of the
studied room model are described in Table 2. In the other parts of the model, it is assumed that
the condition is not applicable or it can be neglected, or this condition in COMSOL Multiphysics
is automatically inserted independently of the user based on other defined input parameters and
conditions. Similarly, the continuity conditions are automatically defined.
Table 2. Boundary conditions defined by user for geometrical elements of the studied room model.
Geometrical Element

Convection Inside
the Building

Convection Outside
the Building

Radiation Inside
the Studied Room

Rear wall
Left side wall
Right side wall
Wall under the windows
Columns in the outside wall
Floor
Ceiling
Thermal insulation above the ceiling
Wall above the windows
Window frames
Glass in windows
Door leaf
Panel next to the door
Door frame
Door trim
Left heater
Right heater

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
-

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
-

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

2.2. Computer Model Construction
The basic model of the room was built in the standard Model Builder interface of COMSOL
Multiphysics. It was then transformed into a comfortable computer application in the Application
Builder interface, so that a wide range of users can perform the simulations, regardless of their
knowledge of programming the models in COMSOL Multiphysics. The user interface of the
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programmed application is “interactive” and it contains the cards in which it is possible to change the
input parameters of the model, view results of the simulations and export the output data (as shown
in video presentation attached as the Supplement S1).
The source code of the application is available as the Supplement S5. Sequential sorting of cards
allows the sequencing of modifying the model according to the user’s requirements, its subsequent
solution and the assessment of results of the simulations. This process includes the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Defining the dimensions and location of all model elements.
Defining the physical properties (specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity, density) of all
model elements.
Defining the initial and boundary conditions.
Solving the model under modified conditions.
Displaying the results as both 3D and 2D plots and export the output data into the TXT files.

This application allows the user to enter the dimensions of all of the model’s elements, the material
properties of all of the solids (thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat capacity). The properties
of the air are automatically specified from Material Library of COMSOL Multiphysics. The user can
also enter initial temperatures of all elements and heat transfer coefficients inside and outside the
building. The temperature of the air outside the building was obtained from real data and inserted
into the model in the Model Builder interface. It can be changed as needed.
The application can compute and display the time evolution of the air temperature for a selected
place (point) inside the room. It also provides information about the temperature heat flow distribution
in the room at the selected time of its cooling or heating. The output data can then be exported to a
TXT file and further processed and evaluated by MATLAB (R2018a, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA,
USA) or another computer algebraic software program.
2.3. Simulation Setup
A free tetrahedral mesh specified by a matrix of about 4,200,000 elements (degrees of freedom) was
used to solve the finite element problem in the model environment. This matrix includes information
about the physics, material property and boundary conditions based on the number of elements and
the discretisation order. In this sense, the size of this matrix is closely related to the complexity of
the whole problem, demands for the size of computer memory, and time necessary for numerical
modelling of the whole spatial model. The meshed model is shown in Figure 3a,b. A blue color
indicates an air domain. The used mesh quality was influenced by computer capability. A simple
test was performed to determine the air temperature deviation in the study room, dependent on the
mesh quality, and to find the optimal mesh density subsequently. The results are shown in Figure 3c.
The temperature deviation at the given time of cooling of the room was calculated with regards to
the temperature of the model with a minimum element size of 1.49 mm and the maximum element
size of 149 mm. These values correspond to the defined size of the model elements and the quality
of the finest mesh that could be set with regards to the memory of the computer used. Figure 3c
shows an increase of temperature deviation with the increasing maximum and minimum element size
(i.e., with decreasing mesh density). For the most coarse meshed model, the maximum temperature
deviation is 0.93%, and for the model with the finest mesh, the maximum temperature deviation is
0.57%. With regards to the accuracy of the calculation, the simulation time and the available memory of
the used computer, the maximum element size was set to the size of 186 mm. Further choices included
the selection of the minimum element size of 1.86 mm, the curvature factor of 0.2, and the maximum
element growth rate of 1.3.
The average simulation time took about 110 min for the selected sampling period of 4 h. The model
was calculated using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3 on a computer with the processor Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-8550U CPU 1.80 GHz, 4 cores. The available memory was 16.22 GB. The whole simulation
was performed by the PARADISO solver which is a part of the COMSOL Multiphysics software.
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An absolute tolerance for control of the largest allowable absolute error at any step of simulation
was 0.001.
The quadratic Lagrange discretisation method was used for solving of the studied model. Further
discretisation methods tested during simulations included linear and quadratic serendipity, Lagrange
cubic discretisation, cubic serendipity, Lagrange quartic, quartic serendipity, and Lagrange quintic
discretisation. Best results were obtained by the Lagrange quadratic and quadratic serendipity
discretisation methods. The size of computer memory and time necessary for numerical modelling
were similar for both of these methods. Errors were recorded for linear discretisation under the
conditions considered. Too extensive computing time or lack of computer memory were the most
restrictive factors for other discretisation methods.

Temperature Deviations [%]

(c) TEMPERATURE DEVIATIONS FOR SELECTED MESH DENSITIES
Density1: (1.86, 186) [mm]
Density2: (2.79, 279) [mm]
Density3: (3.26, 326) [mm]

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

50

100

150

200

Time [h]

Figure 3. Meshed model: (a) sketch of the model; (b) close-up view of a section near the outer wall;
and (c) percentage temperature deviations related to the mesh densities.

3. Results
The main results of simulations are shown in Figures 4–6. Figure 4 shows a decrease of the air
temperature in the middle the room as a result of heat transfer to the unheated adjoining rooms and to
the environment outside the building. Figure 5 depicts the temperature and heat flux curves through
the outside wall after two days of cooling the room. These curves can also be obtained for any other
time of cooling by entering the required value of the appropriate box of the computer application.
The time evolution of temperature and heat flow provides important information about the wall’s
thermal accumulation properties and the time needed to achieve steady heat transfer.
Similarly, Figure 6a shows sections with the distribution of the air temperature inside the room
as well as temperatures in the walls. Figure 6a shows initial temperature distribution and Figure 6b
shows temperature distribution after one day of cooling. This data can also be obtained for any other
time of cooling.
The output data from the simulations using COMSOL Multiphysics were processed with the use
of MATLAB software, as shown below. In the presented case, the width of the room is 5 m and the
thermal insulation thickness is 400 mm. The supposed temperature everywhere outside the room is
0 ◦ C. The other parameters are the same as in the previous case. The output data from the simulations
before processing in MATLAB software is included as Supplements S3, S4.
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Figure 4. Time evolution of the air temperature in the center of the room: (a) sketch of the monitored
location (the red point) inside the room; (b) dependence of the air temperature on time of cooling
the room.

Figure 5. Temperature and heat flow in the outside wall after two days of cooling the room: (a) position
of the monitored place (the red line); (b) temperature and heat flow distribution.

Figure 6. Slices of temperature inside the cooled room: (a) initial temperature distribution;
(b) temperature distribution after one day of cooling.

Figure 7 shows the temperature distributions in the selected section of the room processed in
MATLAB as color slices with the desired color resolution. A video sequence of these slices calculated
for the cooled room with time steps of four hours forms the temperature evolution, which is shown in
Supplement S2.
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Figure 7. Distribution of the air temperature in selected times of cooling the room: (a) the spatial location
of the plane in which the temperature was determined; (b) slices with the temperature distributions.

Figures 8 and 9 depict the temperature of the air inside the cooled room with respect to the
specific heat capacity of the outside wall thermal insulation. Figure 8a depicts the time evolution of
the air temperature in the middle of the room as a 3D plot. The 2D temperature distribution is shown
in Figure 8b. The velocity of cooling the room decreases with increasing specific heat capacity of the
thermal insulation of the outside wall, which is reflected by increasing temperature of the air inside
the room.

Figure 8. Time evolution of the air temperature in the middle of the room concerning the specific heat
capacity of the outside wall thermal insulation as (a) 3D plot and (b) 2D temperature distribution.

Figure 9 presents deviations of the air temperature while cooling the thermally insulated room
from the air temperature in the room with non-insulated outside wall. It is evident that the temperature
deviation increases as the thermal insulation capacity of the thermal insulation increases. Under these
conditions, the maximum temperature deviation is 1.3 ◦ C in the room thermally insulated by the
material of the specific heat capacity of 6000 J · kg−1 · K−1 .
The degree of utilisation of heat gains or thermal heat losses is directly related to the thermal
inertia of the building. Based on the inner heat capacity of the building structure, a time to achieve
desired temperature decrease can be determined. In the presented example, the desired temperature
was computed from the polynomial, which can approximate temperature evolution of the air inside
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the tested room during its cooling. For this purpose, the output data from the simulations were
approximated by polynomial of the 6th degree using the MATLAB software. The applied procedure
for computing the described model and conditions is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 9. Deviation of the air temperature while cooling the thermally insulated room from the room
with non-insulated outside wall as (a) 3D plot and (b) 2D temperature distribution.

DETERMINATION OF TIME FOR DESIRED TEMPERATURE DECREASE
25
Data from COMSOL
Approximation function

Temperature [deg.C.]

20

15

10

5
COMPUTED TIME t D = 37.5107 HOURS

0
0

50

100

150

200

250

Time [h]

Figure 10. Determination of desired temperature decrease from time evolution of the air temperature
inside the cooled room based on approximation of output data from COMSOL Multiphysics by
polynomial of the 6th degree.

Tables 3 and 4 show the impact of the specific heat capacity of the thermal insulation on the
desired time of the temperature decrease. For testing, the specific heat capacity of the insulation
was 500–6000 J · kg−1 · K−1 . The thermal insulation thickness was 200 mm, 300 mm, and 400 mm.
The desired time computed for tested room with windows in the external wall (see Figure 1) was
compared with a model of a room with an outside wall without windows, which is completely covered
by thermal insulation. In the model of room of windows, an area of windows and the window frames
represents 48 percent of the outside wall area. The area of the thermal insulation under the windows
represents 35 percent of the outside wall area. The results for desired time of the 20 percent temperature
decrease are shown in Table 3. Table 4 shows the results for desired time of the 50 percent temperature
decrease. The results for room with windows are presented in the left-hand columns of Tables 3 and 4,
the results for room without windows are shown in the right-hand columns of the tables. In both tables,
the results confirm increasing time of the room temperature drop with increasing specific heat capacity
and the thickness of the thermal insulation of the outside wall. It is also evident that the windows
have a considerable influence on the heat loss of the room. The time to reach the temperature drops
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by 20 percent was in the room with windows from 1.4 to 1.8 times lower than in the room without
windows. The time to reach the temperature drops by 50 percent was in the room with windows from
1.7 to 2.9 times lower than in the room without windows under the studied conditions. The mesh
statistic for determination of desired temperature decrease with respect to the geometry of the model
and the thickness of the thermal insulation are given in Table 5.
Table 3. Computed time of the 20 percent temperature decrease. t D200 is the cooling time for a
200 mm thick wall insulation, t D300 for a 300 mm thick wall insulation, and t D400 for a 400 mm thick
wall insulation.
cp

h

J · kg−1 · K−1

Room with Windows

i

500
750
1000
1250
1500
1750
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000

Room without Windows

tD200 [h]

tD300 [h]

tD400 [h]

tD200 [h]

tD300 [h]

tD400 [h]

12.6074
12.9352
13.1871
13.3796
13.5251
13.5287
13.7390
13.9666
13.9131
13.9715
14.0064

13.3499
13.7329
13.9521
14.1097
14.3165
14.2861
14.3729
14.4867
14.4992
14.5845
14.5970

14.2084
14.4724
14.6941
14.7164
14.8331
14.9097
14.9442
15.2986
15.3654
15.4119
15.4464

18.1518
19.5924
20.6716
21.4888
22.1175
22.6085
22.9967
23.9202
24.3236
24.5015
24.5761

22.0157
23.7279
24.7484
25.3784
25.7770
26.0335
26.2005
26.4593
26.5035
26.5105
26.5175

24.5785
25.8499
26.4313
26.7341
26.9165
27.0439
27.1444
27.4503
27.6890
27.8799
28.0317

Table 4. Computed time of the 50 percent temperature decrease. t D200 is the cooling time for a
200 mm thick wall insulation, t D300 for a 300 mm thick wall insulation, and t D400 for a 400 mm thick
wall insulation.
cp

h

J · kg−1 · K−1

Room with Windows

i

500
750
1000
1250
1500
1750
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000

Room without Windows

tD200 [h]

tD300 [h]

tD400 [h]

tD200 [h]

tD300 [h]

tD400 [h]

32.1153
32.8130
33.3046
33.6671
33.9439
34.1608
34.3339
34.7661
34.6406
34.7647
34.8449

33.8433
34.6268
35.0553
35.3828
35.7448
35.7814
35.9529
36.7179
36.7179
36.5074
36.5793

35.9988
36.7179
37.2446
37.3249
37.5107
37.6306
37.9464
38.8484
39.0384
39.1732
39.2757

55.1043
63.5432
70.5980
76.1967
80.5065
83.7865
86.2689
91.3301
91.3301
92.6092
92.1753

80.0684
92.1786
99.1117
103.1024
105.3731
106.6239
107.2701
107.5326
107.5326
106.7862
106.7278

91.1732
102.1550
107.5477
110.2212
111.5354
112.1786
112.5012
113.0086
113.0086
114.1834
114.8614

Table 5. The mesh statistic for determination of desired temperature decrease for a 200 mm (I200 ) thick
wall insulation, for a 300 mm (I300 ) thick wall insulation, and for a 200 mm (I400 ) thick wall insulation.
The numbers given indicate the number of elements.
Description
Minimum element quality
Average element quality
Tetrahedral elements
Triangular elements
Edge elements
Vertex elements

Room with Windows

Room without Windows

I200

I300

I400

I200

I300

I400

0.01214
0.7235
3,062,131
378,689
12,220
276

0.01214
0.7239
3,058,890
378,706
12,203
276

0.01214
0.7237
3,062,773
378,558
12,184
276

0.09427
0.7716
519,500
45,982
2611
112

0.09427
0.7738
512,976
46,160
2615
112

0.09427
0.7710
519,485
46,048
2611
112
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4. Discussion
Heat accumulation properties of building structures’ materials significantly affect the cost
of heating or cooling of buildings. In practice, the energy performance of buildings is assessed,
in particular by theoretical calculations based on valid technical standards for construction
and architecture.
However, these standards are often very demanding and, moreover, they consider many
simplifications compared to real conditions, which can significantly affect the accuracy of the results
obtained. In contrast, the use of suitable software tools for modelling physical processes is an
important advantage, the possibility to perform simulations for marginal conditions inserted in the
form of data obtained by real measurement on the object under consideration. However, for objective
assessment of the thermal properties of buildings, the output data from computer simulations should
be subsequently processed by the uniform methodical procedures of the technical calculations generally
used in engineering practice. Therefore, research is focused on testing the factors that influence the
thermal stability of a building. We have used a combination of computer simulations in the COMSOL
Multiphysics user interface and theoretical calculations using the European technical standards for the
building industry.
This paper presents a study of the thermal stability of the model with various geometry sizes and
material properties of all elements of the room. Compared to the previously published models of a
heated (cooled) room [32,34], the thermal insulation of the outer wall is now incorporated into the
model, which allows its much wider use by testing of thermal distribution inside the studied room
and searching for the optimal thermal insulation material properties. Additionally, the graphical user
interface created with Application Builder provides engineers and scientists the opportunity to use the
model without necessarily having knowledge of COMSOL Multiphysics control. Accuracy of the basic
model that was used for transformation into the computer application was verified by experimental
testing [32].
The current results are presented in Figures 7–10 and in Supplement S2. The mesh density analysis
was performed by comparing the air temperature evolution in the model of the selected mesh quality
and in the model with the maximum mesh density that could be set with regards to available memory
of the used computer. The maximum temperature deviation calculated for the mesh of the presented
model was 0.57%. The mean and median error values were 0.08% and 0.04%, respectively.
5. Conclusions
The present results form the basis for more complex simulations of thermal properties inside
newly designed buildings. The heat transfer incorporated into the assembled model will be enriched
by information related to moisture transfer and various types of heating as well. The future work
will be devoted to the subsequent processing of output data obtained by computer simulations to
determine the additional criteria and parameters that are used to assess the heat losses of buildings.
This information will enable a more detailed balance of energy to optimize its requirements for building
heating (cooling) or architectural changes that can eliminate thermal losses of buildings under given
conditions. In this respect, the MATLAB computational tools will be used to analyse the temperature
evolution in the room. The influence of permanent or cyclic heating of the room by modifying the
boundary conditions will be studied as well.
It is assumed that the future work will include studies related to visualization in engineering [39],
modelling of temperature distribution both inside the room and in the walls [30,32,34], and the study
of comfortable indoor environment to keep emotional and physical states of individuals healthy [40].
Simulations or thermal imaging [39] for breathing analysis using thermal and depth imaging camera
video records will be included in the future research too.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/11/11/
3205/s1, Video S1: Presentation of the computer application for simulation of cooling the room with thermally
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insulated outside wall. Video S2: Temperature evolution in the section of the cooled room. Data S3: Data
for Figure 7—Distribution of the air temperature in selected times of cooling the room. Data S4: Data for
Figures 8–10—Temperature of the air in the middle of the room concerning the specific heat capacity of the
outside wall thermal insulation. The source code of the programmed software application S5 is available at
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1riwSI3AmQ1jZhPGjT0af5l_nrhR5-IwS/view?usp=sharing.
Author Contributions: Investigation, H.C.; Methodology, M.Z.; Visualization, H.C. and A.P.
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Abbreviations
The following symbols are used in this paper:


Cp
Heat capacity, J · K−1 h;
i
cp
Specific heat capacity, J · kg−1 K−1 ;


h
Heat transfer coefficient, W · m−2 K−1 ;
n
Normal vector, [−];


q
Heat flow density, W · m−2 ;


qr
Incident radiant heat flow per unit surface area, W · m−2 ;


qs
Heat flow density on the surface, W · m−2 ;
t
Time, [s];
tD
Time to achieve desired temperature decrease, [h];
T
Temperature, [K];
Tamb
Ambient temperature, [K];
Tin f
External temperature, [K];
Te
Convective exchange temperature, [K];
Ts
Surface temperature, [K];
T0
Initial temperature of a body, [K];


v
Fluid velocity, m · s−1 ;
x, y, z Space coordinates, [m];


λ
Thermal conductivity, W · m−1 K−1 ;


Φ
Inner heat-generation rate per unit volume, W · m−3 ;
ε
Emissivity, [1]
σ
Stephan–Boltzmann constant, σ = 5.670367 · 10−8 W · m−2 K−4
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